
WHEEL AND TIRE LIFE EXTENDER

Protection down to -20°C 
STANDARD LIFELONG

Protection down to -40°C *
(Also advised for extreme heat conditions)

ARCTIC LIFELONG

25 liter / 6.6 gallon drums
220 liter / 58 gallon drums
1000 liter / 264 gallon IBCs (Totes)

SUPPLIED IN

Because the molecular film laid down on the 
rim protects against moisture vapor, there is no 
need to use expensive nitrogen.

As for tires, LifeLong cools them by up to 10ºC; 
the rubber is more supple and air is retained 
(normally up to 0.3 bar/5 psi is lost per month): 
which extends tubeless tire life by up to 30%.

Lubrication of the tire bead and flange area 
means that mounting and de-mounting is 
quicker and easier.

The combined payback from all of these 
benefits makes LifeLong an essential fitment 
for all heavy-duty OTR vehicles, especially in 
mining, quarrying, construction etc.

Manufactured under licence
in the UK by the OKO Group

www.               .com



       The products deplete: you need to
top up to maintain protection

       Either no anti-freeze/heat protection:
or may contain harmful ingredients

       No protection against rust when the
wheels remain static

       No clear visual indication when air
leaks occur

       Only effective on steel wheels, not alloys

       Long life anti-depletion corrosion
protection on all rims

       Non-hazardous anti-freeze built in
as standard

       Nanotechnology protective film forms
on the wheel rim

      Effective 24/7 rim protection, even
when static

       Improved heat transfer for maximized
tire life

       Great lubricity - for easier tire removal

       Bright UV dye flags up bead/O-ring or
valve air leaks, rim cracks

       Will not clog valves or TPMS

       Biodegradable formula

OKO LifeLong is a breakthrough in heavy-duty 
OTR wheel rim and tire protection. It will do
more to extend the life of both, than any
previous product.

Existing wheel/tire life extenders have
several problems:

The carboxylate chemical technology in 
LifeLong actually cleans steel and alloy
wheel rims:
see these ‘before and after’ images.

LifeLong is a free-flowing liquid (not a tire 
sealant) formulated in a whole new way, 
incorporating cutting-edge technology, to
give you these operating advantages –

BEFORE

AFTER


